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Abstract—To decide if an update to a data stream classifier
is necessary, existing sliding window based techniques monitor
classifier performance on recent instances. If there is a significant
change in classifier performance, these approaches determine a
chunk boundary, and update the classifier. However, monitoring
classifier performance is costly due to scarcity of labeled data. In
our previous work, we presented a semi-supervised framework
SAND, which uses change detection on classifier confidence to
detect a concept drift. Unlike most approaches, it requires only
a limited amount of labeled data to detect chunk boundaries
and to update the classifier. However, SAND is expensive in
terms of execution time due to exhaustive invocation of the
change detection module. In this paper, we present an efficient
framework, which is based on the same principle as SAND, but
exploits dynamic programming and executes the change detection
module selectively. Moreover, we provide theoretical justification
of the confidence calculation, and show effect of a concept drift on
subsequent confidence scores. Experiment results show efficiency
of the proposed framework in terms of both accuracy and
execution time.
Keywords—Classifier Confidence; Dynamic Chunk; Concept
Drift

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In today’s connected digital world, enormous amount of
data are being generated in form of data streams from a
variety of sources - social networks, online businesses, sensors,
military surveillance to name a few. This is why, necessity of
having a robust and fast technique for classifying data steams is
becoming increasingly important. However, data stream classification is a challenging task due to its inherent properties,
e.g., infinite length, concept drift, concept evolution, limited
labeled data, delayed labeling, etc. [1].
Due to the infinite length problem, data streams cannot
be stored into main memory for analyzing, e.g., labeling.
Existing techniques either divide the stream into fixed-sized
chunks (e.g. [2]), or use gradual forgetting (e.g. [3]) to address
the problem of infinite length. However, it requires a priori
knowledge about the time-scale of change to find the correct
chunk size or forgetting rate which is not available most of
the time. So, these techniques suffer from a trade-off between
performance during stable periods due to redundant retraining,
or delayed response to a sudden drift of concept. Existing
dynamic sliding window based approaches (e.g. [4]) determine

chunk boundaries by tracking any major change in error rate
of the classifier, but requires true labels of all data instances.
Concept drift occurs in a stream when the underlying
concept of data changes over time. So, the classification model
needs to be updated regularly to adapt to the most recent
concept [2]. The vast majority of concept drift researches
are supervised in nature, and assume that true labels of test
instances will be readily available to update the classifier as
soon as they are tested. However, typically labeling requires
annotation by a human expert, which is a costly and time
consuming process. More often, true labels are available only
for a limited amount of data. Therefore, supervised approaches
suffer in this scenario [5].
Another major challenge in classifying data streams is
emergence of a totally new class, also known as concept evolution. In real-world data streams, such as intrusion detection,
text classification or fraud detection, the number of classes
is not fixed, and concept evolution may occur at any time
in the stream. If concept evolution is not addressed timely,
classifier might misclassify the instances from the new class
as existing classes, thereby the classification error increases.
However, this problem has been ignored by most of state-ofthe-art techniques.
In our previous work, we proposed a semi-supervised sliding window based framework SAND [6] to address all of the
above challenges. It maintains an ensemble of classifier models, each trained on a dynamically determined chunk. However,
unlike other existing sliding window techniques, it does not
depend on error rate of the classifier, which requires true labels
for all data instances. Rather, it estimates classifier confidence
in classifying each test instance, stores in the sliding window,
and tracks any significant change in confidence estimates using
a change detection technique (CDT). A change in the classifier
confidence indicates occurrence of a concept drift. Therefore, if
there is a significant change in confidence estimates, a concept
drift is detected, a chunk boundary is determined, and the
classifier is updated using a few labeled instances from the
latest chunk. Experiment results suggest that SAND achieves
good classification performance despite using a limited amount
of labeled data. However, it is computationally expensive due
to exhaustive invocation of the change detection module.
In this paper, we present an efficient framework based on
the principle of SAND. It has an ensemble classifier consisting

of k-NN type clustering based models. We propose two estimators, namely Association and Purity to estimate confidence
of the classifier. These estimators are generic as these can be
used to estimate confidence of any clustering based model.
We theoretically justify the use of these estimators, and show
that confidence estimates decrease consistently in presence of
a concept drift. SAND invokes the change detection module
after estimating classifier confidence on each test instance. A
change detection score is calculated each time based on values
currently stored in the sliding window. If this score is greater
than a pre-fixed threshold, a concept drift is detected. This
exhaustive invocation of the change detection module makes
SAND computationally expensive. In this paper, we propose a
recursive formula, and use dynamic programming to calculate
change detection scores. Along with this, we propose selective
and sporadic execution of the change detection module based
on confidence score on the most recent test instance. These
greatly reduces the execution time of our proposed framework,
and makes it practically usable.
Our proposed framework uses only a limited amount of
labeled data instances from the latest chunk for updating the
classifier. Motivated by the principle of Uncertainty Sampling [7], it selects data instances for labeling based on the
classifier confidence score calculated during testing. If the
confidence in classifying an instance is low, true label for that
instance is requested. Otherwise, the label predicted by the
classifier is accepted as the label of that instance. Thus, training
data is formed only using a partially labeled data. A new
model is then trained on the training data to replace the oldest
model in the ensemble. Thus, the ensemble is updated using
a limited amount of labeled data without any extra overhead
by simply using the confidence scores calculated for dynamic
sliding window management.
Our framework also incorporates a novel class detector
for the purpose of handling concept evolution. The detector
assumes appearance of a single novel class at a time in the data
stream. Any instance falling outside the decision boundaries
of all models in the ensemble is identified as an outlier.
The framework interprets the presence of a sufficiently large
number of outliers with strong cohesion among themselves as
emergence of a novel class.
Primary contributions of our work are as follows: 1) We
present a technique to estimate confidence of any clustering
based classifier with theoretical justification. 2) We analytically
show that classifier confidence decreases consistently in presence of a concept drift. Therefore, we design a suitable change
detection technique (CDT) to detect any significant change in
classifier confidence. 3) We use the confidence scores to select
a limited number of data instances from the latest chunk for
labeling. Following detection of a concept drift, the classifier
is updated using this limited amount of labeled data instances
without any extra overhead. 4) We present a semi-supervised
framework, which uses dynamically determined chunks both
for classification and novel class detection. We use dynamic
programming, and propose sporadic and selective execution
of the change detection module to reduce execution time of
the proposed framework to a great extent. 5) We evaluate our
proposed framework on several benchmark and synthetic data
sets. Experiment results indicate that our framework shows
good performance in terms of both classification accuracy and

execution time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we present a brief literature survey related to our work. Section III describes our proposed framework in detail. Section IV
discusses about proposed performance improvement of the
framework. We describe the data sets, evaluation metrics and
present experiment results in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Approaches that divide data streams into fixed-size chunks,
e.g., [2] cannot capture concept drift immediately if the chunk
size is too large, or suffer from unnecessary frequent training
during stable time period if the chunk size is too small [4].
Gradual forgetting is also used in the literature, e.g., [3] to
address the infinite length problem of data streams. However,
finding the perfect decay function for mining an evolving data
stream is a challenge. In this paper, we use an explicit change
detection technique (CDT) to detect any change of concept,
and to determine the chunk size dynamically.
In data stream mining, CDT is used either to detect a
change in the input data distribution, or to detect a change
in the classifier feedback. Several methods, e.g., [8]–[10] exist
to detect change of the input data distribution in a data stream.
However, detecting change in a multi-dimensional space is a
hard problem [11]. It introduces error while finding changes
in the multi-dimensional input space, hence not efficient in
the context of data stream mining. In this paper, we focus on
detecting change in one dimensional classifier confidence.
Various CDTs have been proposed in the literature to detect
concept drift from any significant change in the classifier
feedback. Adwin [4] is a sliding window based technique which
determines the size of the window according to the rate of
change observed from the window data itself. [12] detects a
change when the error rate over the whole current window significantly exceeds the lowest error rate recorded. [13] exploits
Kruskal Wallis analysis and Kolmogorov Smirnov tests to detect
changes. [11] is based on obtaining statistics from the loss distribution of the learning algorithm by reusing the data multiple
times via re-sampling. Concept drift detection in [14] contains
two CDTs based on Intersection of confidence intervals (ICI),
one to detect change in the input data distribution and another
to detect change in the classifier error rate. Considering the
high volume and speed of today’s data streams, running two
CDTs after testing each instance is expensive. Another ICI
based approach is ACE [15]. All of the above CDTs detect
change in the classifier error rate, requiring true labels of all
data instances be readily available. This assumption is not
practical in the context of data streams [5]. Our proposed CDT
detects changes in classifier confidence which does not require
any supervised information.
Existing semi-supervised approaches to classifying data
streams use active mining, computational geometry etc. to
select important data instances for labeling. For example,
complex active learning is used in [16], [17] to select data
instances for which true labels are requested. Computational
geometry based approach COMPOSE [18] can only address
gradual (limited) drift, rather than abrupt drift. Our proposed
approach reuses the same confidence scores calculated during

prediction to select instances for labeling without adding any
extra overhead.
Clustering based single class novelty detection methods
have been proposed in [19], [20], which are not suitable
for multi-class environment. [21] proposes an approach
for multi-class novelty detection but uses fixed-size chunks,
hence suffers from the trade-off discussed earlier. Unlike
these approaches, our proposed approach uses dynamic chunks
for multi-class novelty detection. [22] presents an evaluation
methodology for multi-class novelty detection algorithms. In
this work, we assume that only one novel class may appear
at a time in the data stream. So, we use traditional novelty
detection evaluation metrics that have been used by most of
state-of-the-art approaches.
III.

P ROPOSED A PPROACH

We proposed SAND in [6], which is a semi-supervised
framework for classifying evolving data streams. It maintains
an ensemble classifier consisting of k-NN type models for classification. As soon as a test instance arrives, SAND classifies
the instance along with calculating a score indicating confidence of the classifier in this classification. These confidence
scores are stored in a sliding window. Next, SAND searches
for any change in the distribution of confidence scores. A
significant change in confidence scores indicates occurrence
of a concept drift. Therefore, SAND determines a chunk
boundary immediately and updates the classifier. SAND [6]
shows good classification performance despite using only a
limited amount of labeled data. However, it is not so efficient in
terms of execution time due to invocation of the costly change
detection module after calculating each confidence score.
In this paper, we propose an efficient semi-supervised
framework based on the principle of SAND. We provide theoretical justification of the confidence estimators, and analyze
evolution of confidence scores in presence of any concept
drift. In addition, we reduce the execution time to a great
extent by invoking the change detection module selectively.
This framework henceforth will be referred to as “ECHO”
(Efficent Concept Drift and Concept Evolution Handling over
Stream Data).
In order to make this paper self-contained, we briefly
discuss the classification and novel class detection of ECHO,
which is similar to SAND. ECHO maintains an ensemble M
of t classification models. At the beginning, the models are
built on the initial training data, i.e., warm-up period instances.
Once the warm-up period is over, each of the incoming data
instances is tested by the ensemble classifier. If any instance
falls outside of the decision boundary of M, it is considered
as an outlier. The outlier instances are temporarily stored in a
buffer. When there are enough instances in the buffer, novel
class detection module is invoked. A class is defined as novel
class if none of the models in the ensemble has been trained
with any instance from that class. ECHO detects emergence
of a novel class if the outliers are close from each other, and
far away from the existing class instances. If a novel class is
detected, the instances in the outliers are tagged accordingly.
Otherwise, these instances are considered from the existing
classes, and classified using the ensemble classifier.

Fig. 1: Sliding window management of ECHO

Sliding window management of ECHO is depicted in
Figure 1. If a test instance is inside the decision boundary
of the ensemble classifier, or is not detected as instance from
a novel class, ECHO classifies it by taking the majority vote
from the ensemble. At the same time, it estimates confidence of
each model in this classification using a few estimators. These
model confidences are combined together to calculate the
overall confidence of the ensemble classifier. ECHO maintains
a dynamic sliding window W for storing classifier confidence
estimates calculated on recent test instances. Following insertion of confidence estimates, ECHO selectively invokes the
change detection module to search for any significant change
of distribution among the scores saved in W . If there is such
a change, ECHO detects a concept drift, and W is updated.
Moreover, a few instances are selected based on the confidence
scores for which the actual labels are requested. Finally, the
ensemble classifier is updated following a concept drift by
training a new model on limited amount of labeled data, and
by replacing the oldest model in the ensemble by it. Based on
the memory resource available, we set a maximum allowable
size for W denoted by Vm . If W grows beyond Vm , a chunk
boundary is determined, and both M and W are updated. Later
in this section, we discuss about classification, novel class
detection, and change detection modules. Table I contains a
list of frequently used symbols.
A. Training and Classification
Each model in the ensemble, Mi , i ∈ 1 . . . t, is a k-NN
type model. However, unlike k-NN, raw data points are not
stored in the model. Rather, a number of clusters are built
using any clustering algorithm, e.g., K-means, DBSCAN [23]
etc. We use an impurity based K-means algorithm (discussed
in Section III-D) to build the clusters in our experiments. We
assume that only a portion of data instances will be labeled.
Once the clusters are created, the raw data points are discarded
after summaries (mentioned as pseudopoints) of the clusters
are saved. Therefore, each model is a collection of K pseudopoints. Summary of a cluster, i.e., a pseudopoint contains the
centroid, radius, and number of data points belonging to each

TABLE I: Commonly used symbols and terms
M : The ensemble classifier
t : Number of models in the ensemble classifier
Mi : ith model in the classifier
L : Set of labeled training data
hip : pth pseudopoint in Mi
Dip (x) : Distance of instance x from hip
Lip (c) : Frequency of class c in hip
R(hip ) : Radius of hip
ωn : Cusum score on first n values stored in W

of the classes (referred to as frequencies). The radius is equal
to the distance between the centroid and the farthest data point
in the corresponding cluster.
Each pseudopoint corresponds to a “hypersphere” in the
feature space with a corresponding centroid and radius. The
decision boundary of a model Mi is the union of the feature
spaces encompassed by all pseudopoints in Mi . The decision
boundary of the ensemble M is the union of decision boundaries of all models Mi ∈ M.
If a test instance x is inside the decision boundary of M,
it is classified using each Mi ∈ M, i ∈ 1 . . . t as follows.
Let h ∈ Mi be the pseudopoint whose centroid is the nearest
from x. The predicted class of x is the class that has the
highest frequency in h. The data point x is classified using the
ensemble M by taking the majority vote among all classifiers.
B. Novel Class Detection
If a test instance x falls outside of the decision boundary
of M, it is declared as a filtered outlier, or F-outlier. The
principle of the novel class detection is that an instance should
be closer to instances from the same class (cohesion), and
farther apart from instances from other classes (separation).
Since any F-outlier falls outside of the decision boundary, it
is far away from the existing class instances. So, it satisfies the
separation property. If it satisfies the cohesion property also,
i.e., it is close to other F-outlier instances, ECHO declares
emergence of a novel class. To examine this, such instances
are stored in a buffer. This buffer is periodically examined by
the novel class detection module to observe whether there are
enough instances in the buffer that are close to each other.
This is done by computing the q-Neighborhood Silhouette
Coefficient, or q-NSC [21]. This is defined based on q, cneighborhood of an F-outlier x (q, c(x) in short), which is
the set of q instances from class c that are nearest to x. Here
q is a user defined parameter.
Let D̄cout ,q (x) be the mean distance of an F-outlier x
to its q-nearest F-outlier neighbors. Also, let D̄c,q (x) be the
mean distance from x to its q, c(x), and let D̄cmin ,q (x) be the
minimum among all D̄c,q (x), c ∈{Set of existing classes}. In
other words, q, cmin is the nearest existing class neighborhood
of x. Then q-NSC [21] of x is given by:
q-N SC(x) =

D̄cmin ,q (x) − D̄cout ,q (x)
max(D̄cmin ,q (x), D̄cout ,q (x))

(1)

q-NSC considers both cohesion and separation, and yields
a value between -1 to +1. A positive value of q-NSC indicates
that the F-outliers are closer to other F-outlier instances

C x : Confidence of the classifier in classifying x
τ : Classifier confidence threshold
U : Set of unlabeled training data
Ai : Association of model Mi in classification
Pi : Purity of model Mi in classification
y k : True label of test instance k
ŷik : Predicted label of test instance k by Mi
W : Dynamic sliding window
Vm : Maximum allowable size for W

stored in the buffer (more cohesion), and farther away from
the instances from existing classes (more separation). The qNSC(x) value of an F-outlier x must be computed separately
for each classifier Mi ∈ M. ECHO declares emergence of
a novel class if it finds at least q 0 > q F-outliers having a
positive q-NSC score for all the classifiers Mi ∈ M.
C. Calculation of Confidence Scores
Similar to SAND [6], ECHO employs two heuristics,
i.e., association and purity to estimate confidence of each
individual model Mi ∈ M in classifying any instance x. These
individual model confidences are then combined together to
calculate confidence of the entire ensemble classifier. Let hip
be the pth pseudopoint in Mi , and cm be the class having
highest frequency in hip . Assuming the closest pseudopoint
from x in model Mi is hip , the heuristics are calculated as
follows:
•

Association is calculated by R(hip ) − Dip (x), where
R(hip ) is the radius of hip and Dip (x) is the distance
of x from hip . Therefore, smaller the Dip (x), higher
the association.

•

m
Purity is calculated by ip
|Lip | , where |Lip | is the
sum of all frequencies in hip , and |Lip (cm )| is the
frequency of cm in hip .

|L (c )|

Association and purity of the model Mi are denoted by
Ai and Pi respectively. We theoretically justify use of these
heuristics in Section III-D. Both of the heuristics contribute to
model confidence according to their estimation capability. This
capability is evaluated by the correlation between heuristic
values and classification accuracy using the initial training
data as follows. Heuristic values for Mi are calculated for
k
each of the training instances. Let Hij
be the value of j th
heuristic in Mi ’s classification of instance k. Since we use
two heuristics, j ∈ {1, 2}. Let ŷik be the prediction of Mi
on instance k, and y k be the true label of that instance. Let
vi is the vector containing vik values indicating whether the
classification of instance k by model Mi is correct or not. In
other words, vik = 1 if ŷik = y k and vik = 0 if ŷik 6= y k .
Finally, a correlation vector ri is calculated for model Mi . It
contains rij values which are pearson’s correlation coefficients
between Hij and vi for different j. Once the correlation
coefficients, i.e., estimation capabilities are evaluated, it is
retained for calculating model confidence in classifying future
test instances.
To calculate the confidence of Mi in classifying a test
instance x (denoted by Cix ), ECHO first calculates heuristic
values Hix . Next, Cix is calculated by taking the dot product

of Hix and ri , i.e., Cix = Hix .ri . Similarly, ECHO calculates
confidence scores for each of the models in the ensemble.
These scores are then normalized between 0 and 1. Finally,
ECHO takes the average confidence of the models towards the
predicted class to estimate confidence of the entire ensemble
Cx.

becomes:
OM CIKmeans =

In this Section, we first define the objective function for
semi-supervised K-means clustering that is used to build
models in ECHO. Then, based on the objective function, we
theoretically justify the choice of the heuristics for estimating
classifier confidence.
1) Objective Function: Given a limited amount of labeled
data, the goal of impurity-based clustering is to create K
clusters by minimizing the intra-cluster dispersion, and at
the same time by minimizing the impurity of each cluster.
We refer to this problem as K-means with Minimization of
Cluster Impurity (MCI-Kmeans). A cluster is completely pure
if it contains labeled data points from only one class (along
with some unlabeled data). Thus, the objective function should
penalize each cluster for being impure. The general form of
the objective function is as follows:
OM CIKmeans =

K X
X

||x − µi ||2 +

i=1 x∈Xi

K
X

Wi ∗ Impi (2)

i=1

where Wi is the weight associated with cluster i, Impi is the
impurity of cluster i, µi is the centroid of cluster i, and Xi
is the set of all (both labeled and unlabeled) points in cluster
i. To ensure that both the intra-cluster dispersion and cluster
impurity are given the same importance, the weight associated
with each cluster is chosen to be:
X
Wi = |Li | ∗ D̄Li ⇒ Wi =
||x − µi ||2
x∈Li

where Li is the set of all labeled data points in Cluster i and
D̄Li is the average dispersion from each of these labeled points
to the cluster centroid. Any impurity measure can be plugged
in to Equation 2. We use the following impurity measure:
Impi = ADCi ∗ Enti , where ADCi is the “Aggregated
Dissimilarity Count” of cluster i and Enti is the entropy
of cluster i. The Dissimilarity count DCi (x, y) of a data
point x in cluster i having class label y is the total number
of labeled points in that cluster belonging to classes other
than y. If x is unlabeled (i.e., y = ∅), then DCi (x, y) is
zero. In other words, DCi (x, y) = 0, if x is unlabeled, and
DCi (x, y) = |Li | − |Li (c)|, if x is labeled and its label y = c,
where Li (c) is the set of labeled points in cluster i belonging
to class c. The “Aggregated Dissimilarity Count” or ADCi is
the sum of the
Pdissimilarity counts of all the points in cluster
i: ADCi = x∈Li DCi (x, y). The entropy of a cluster i is
PC
computed as: Enti = c=1 (−pic ∗ log(pic )), where pic is the
prior probability of class c, i.e., pic = |L|Li (c)|
.
i|
After combining all the above terms, our objective function

||x − µi ||2 +

i=1 x∈Xi

X
x∈Li

D. Justification of Confidence Estimators

K X
X

(|Li | − |Li (c)|) ∗

K X
X

||x − µi ||2 ∗

i=1 x∈Li
C 
X
c=1


|Li (c)|
|Li (c)|
−
∗ log
|Li |
|Li |
(3)

Let hip and hjq be the closest pseudopoint from a test data
point x in model Mi and Mj respectively. We define Mi will
have higher confidence than model Mj in classifying a test
data instance x, if including x in hjq increases the objective
function more than including x in hip . We define the following
terms:
∆Dispxi ← increase in intra-cluster dispersion due to
adding x to the closest pseudopoint in the Model Mi .
∆ADCix ← increase in the “Aggregated Dissimilarity
Count” due to adding x to the closest pseudopoint in the Model
Mi .
∆Entxi ← increase in entropy due to adding x to the
closest pseudopoint in the model Mi .
Next, we justify the use of association and purity as
confidence estimators.
2) Association: Consider two cases: a) x is inside only one
of hip and hjq . Without loss of generality, let assume that x
falls inside hip but outside of hjq . Therefore,
R(hip ) > Dip (x) ⇒ R(hip ) − Dip (x) > 0 ⇒ Ai (x) > 0
and
R(hjq ) < Djq (x) ⇒ R(hjq ) − Djq (x) < 0 ⇒ Aj (x) < 0
So, from the above equations, we get the following:
Ai (x) > Aj (x)

(4)

If x falls inside hip but outside of hjq , hip has a greater
association value than hjq . Therefore, if other properties
remain same, Mi will have greater confidence than Mj as
expected. Moreover, since the point x falls outside of decision
boundary of hjq but inside of hip , ||µjq −x||2 > ||µip −x||2 ⇒
∆Dispxi < ∆Dispxj , where µip and µjq are centroids of hip
and hjq respectively. So, including x into hjq increases the
objective function value (Equation 3) more than that of hiq .
So, Mi will have more confidence than Mj in classifying x.
b) Test instance x falls into the same side of both hip and
hjq . Without loss of generality, let assume that, hip and hjq
have similar properties (e.g., centroid, radius etc). Let us also
assume that Mi has a higher association than Mj in the case
of classifying x. Therefore, we can deduce:
Ai (x) > Aj (x)
⇒ R(hip ) − Dip (x) > R(hjq ) − Djq (x)
⇒ R(hip ) + Djq (x) > R(hjq ) + Dip (x)
⇒ Djq (x) > Dip (x) (since R(hip ) = R(hjq ))
⇒ ||µjq − x||2 > ||µip − x||2
⇒ ∆Dispxi < ∆Dispxj

(5)

Therefore, in this case also, including x into hjq increases the
objective function more than including x into hip . So, in both
cases, greater association leads to better confidence.
3) Purity: Assume that hip predicts x as an instance of cm ,
and hiq predicts x as an instance of cn . Let us also assume
that hip and hjq share similar properties except that hip has
a higher purity than hjq in predicting data point x. There can
be two different cases:
a) Both of the pseudopoints contain an equal number of
labeled points, i.e., |Lip | = |Ljq |. Then,
Pi (x) > Pj (x)
|Lip (cm )|
|Ljq (cn )|
⇒
>
|Lip |
|Ljq |
⇒ |Lip (cm )| > |Ljq (cn )| (Since |Lip | = |Ljq |)
⇒ −|Lip (cm )| < −|Ljq (cn )|
⇒ |Lip | − |Lip (cm )| < |Ljq | − |Ljq (cn )| (as |Lip | = |Ljq |)
⇒ DCip (x, cm ) < DCjq (x, cn )
x
x
⇒ ∆ADCip
< ∆ADCjq
(6)
b) The pseudopoints contain an unequal number of labeled
points, i.e., |Lip | =
6 |Ljq |. Then,
Pi (x) > Pj (x)
|Lip (cm )|
|Ljq (cn )|
⇒
>
|Lip |
|Ljq |

picm > pjcn ⇒ ∆Entxip < ∆Entxjq

(7)

E. Effect of Concept Drift on Classifier Confidence
In this Section, we show that classifier confidence decreases
due to a concept drift. First, we will see the relationship
between the intra-cluster dispersion in terms of sum of squared
error (SSE) and association. Let SSEp be the SSE of pseudopoint hip , µip be the centroid of hip , and x be an arbitrary
data point. Therefore, the SSEi of a classification model is
defined as follows:
X X
X
SSEi =
SSEp =
(x − µip )2
=

p x∈hip

p

nip

x∈hip (x

nip

− µip )2

=

X

p x∈hip

nip R(hip ) −

X X
p x∈hip

nip R(hip ) − SSEi

X

nip D̄ip

(9)

Next, we show that a concept drift increases model SSE.
We describe concept drift as the drift of the decision boundary,
obtained by drifted pseudopoints. Assume, without loss of
generality, that concept drift is quantified by the amount of drift
of the pseudopoints, which is obtained by δip displacement of
the centroid of hip for all p in the model. Assume that a new
window (i.e., chunk) appears in the stream that exhibits the
drift. Therefore, the new chunk can be obtained by moving
the center of each pseudopoint hip in the current model by
δip , while keeping the same distribution of data points in each
pseudopoint. Let the drifted pseudopoint be h0ip . Now, if we
randomly draw nip data points from h0ip , and calculate the
mean distance between each a point x0 and the centroid µip
(of the old pseudopoint), the mean distance would be higher
by δip amount. Let SSEi0 be the SSE of the new model, and
0
Dip
be the mean distance between new data points and old
pseudopoint. Therefore, we can derive that:
X
X
0
SSEi0 =
nip Dip
=
nip (D̄ip + δip )
p

=

(x − µip )2

Equation (9) concludes that total model association is inversely
proportional to the model SSE because the pseudopoint radii
are fixed (can be considered constant) on a given model.

Equation 6 and Equation 7 show that in both cases, including
x into the closest pseudopoint in model Mj will increase the
value of the objective function more than that of model Mi .
Thus, a higher value of purity leads to higher confidence.

P

=

X

p

|Ljq (cn )|
|Lip (cm )|
; pjcn =
|Lip |
|Ljq |

p

in hip . Now the sum of association of the model Mi can be
formulated as follows:
X
X X
Ai =
Aip =
(R(hip ) − (x − µip )2 )

p

So,

X

Input: α: Sensitivity,
γ: Cushion period size,
W : The dynamic sliding window.
Output: The change point if exists; -1 otherwise
1: Th ← −log(α), n ←size of W , and ωn ← 0.
2: if n ≤ Vm & mean(X1 . . . Xn ) > 0.3 then
3:
for k ← γ : n − γ do
4:
Estimate pre and post-beta distributions, beta(αˆ0 , βˆ0 ) and
beta(αˆ1 , βˆ1 ) from X1 . . . Xk and Xk+1 . . . Xn respectively.
5:
Calculate Sk,n using Equation (12).
6:
end for
7:
Calculate ωn using Equation (13).
8:
if ωn ≥ Th then
9:
Return kmax, where Skmax = ωn .
10:
else
11:
Return -1.
12:
end if
13: else
14:
Return n.
15: end if

p

Again since
picm =

Algorithm 1 Detect-Change (α, γ, W )

(8)

=

p

where D̄ip is the mean distance between a data point in hip
and the centroid of hip , and nip is the number of instances

X
p

=

X
p

p

nip δip +

X

nip D̄ip

(10)

p

nip δip + SSEi > SSEi

(11)

Since SSEi0 > SSEi , from equation (9) we can follow up that
A0i < Ai , meaning that association, and as a consequence,
confidence in classifying the new data chunk will be lower
because of the concept drift. The higher the amount of drift,
the lower the confidence will be.
F. Change Detection
ECHO maintains a variable size window W to monitor
confidence of the classifier on recent data instances. Confidence scores are generated in the range of [0, 1] (discussed in
Section III-C). We observe from our experiments on various
data sets that generated confidence scores tend to follow a beta
distribution. We have carried out Chi-Square goodness of fit
test on the generated confidence scores which also confirm
that observation. Moreover, we have shown in Section III-E
that confidence scores decrease consistently in presence of
a concept drift. Therefore, we propose a CUSUM [24]-type
change detection technique (CDT) on beta distribution to use
in this context. After inserting each confidence score, our CDT
is used to detect any significant change of statistical properties
within the values stored in W .
Algorithm 1 sketches the proposed CDT. Let n be the
size of W , if at any time overall mean confidence of the
classifier falls below 0.3, or the window size exceeds the
maximum allowable size, the proposed CDT returns n as the
change point. Otherwise, first it divides W into two subwindows for each k between γ to n − γ. We know that
each of the sub-windows contain a beta distribution, however
the parameters are unknown. So, X1 . . . Xk and Xk+1 . . . Xn
constitute pre and post-beta distributions respectively, where
Xi is the ith element in W . We estimate the parameters
using the method of moments. So, each sub-window should
contain at least γ number of values to preserve statistical
properties of a distribution. In the literature, γ = 100 is
widely used, which is also called the cushion period. The
proposed CDT estimates the parameters at Line 4. Let (αˆ0 , βˆ0 )
and (αˆ1 , βˆ1 ) are the estimated parameters for pre and postbeta distributions respectively. Then, sum of the log likelihood
ratios is calculated at Line 5 using the following formula:

 
N
f Xi | α̂1 , β̂1
X

Sk,n =
log  
(12)
f
X
|
α̂
,
β̂
i
0
0
i=k+1


Where f Xi |α̂, β̂ is the probability density function (PDF)


of the beta distribution having parameters α̂, β̂ applied on
Xi . Next, the cusum process score ωn for the values stored in
W is calculated at Line 7 using the following formula:
ωn =

max

γ≤k≤n−γ

Sk,n

(13)

Let kmax is the value of k for which the algorithm calculated
the maximum Sk,n value where γ ≤ k ≤ n − γ. Finally, a
change is detected at point kmax if ωn is greater than a prefixed threshold. We fix the threshold based on the value of the
desired sensitivity α. In our experiments, we use −log(α) as
the threshold value. We use α = 0.05, which is also widely
used in the literature.

Algorithm 2 UpdateClassifier (M, W , τ , cp)
Input: M: The current ensemble classifier,
W : The dynamic sliding window,
τ : Classifier confidence threshold,
cp: Estimated change point.
Output: Mu : The updated ensemble classifier
1: L ← {< x, y >: C x ∈ W and C x ≤ τ } // y is the true
label of x
2: U ← {< x, ŷ >: C x ∈ W and C x > τ } // ŷ is the predicted label of x
3: T ← L ∪ U // T is the training set
4: M 0 ← TrainNewModel (T )
5: Mu ← Update (M, M 0 )
6: T ← ∅
7: W ← [Xcp+1 . . . Xn ]

G. Updating the Ensemble using Limited Labeled Data
A chunk boundary is detected as soon as a significant
change is detected in the distribution of confidence scores.
Subsequently, the current ensemble classifier is updated using
the instances from that chunk as shown in Algorithm 2.
However, instead of requiring true labels of all instances,
ECHO intelligently selects a few instances for labeling using
the classifier confidence scores. Since confidence scores are
calculated using association and purity of the models, it provide useful insight to select important instances for updating
the classifier. If the confidence in classifying an instance is
below a threshold τ , ECHO requests for its true label and
include in the labeled instance set (Line 1). On the contrary, if
the confidence is above τ , ECHO uses the predicted label and
includes the instance in the unlabeled instance set (Line 2).
Labeled and unlabeled set of instances together form the new
training set to train a new model (Line 4) as discussed in
Section III-A.
Once a new model is trained, it replaces the oldest one
among the existing models in the ensemble. This ensures that
we have exactly L models in the ensemble at any given point
of time. In this way, the infinite length problem is addressed
as a constant amount of memory is required to store the
ensemble. The concept-drift problem is addressed by keeping
the ensemble up-to-date with the most recent concept. Finally,
W is updated so that it contains only Xcp+1 . . . Xn , where cp
is the change point.
H. Time and Space Complexity
ECHO has four modules, i.e., Classification, Change Detection, Novel Class Detection, and Update. Time complexity of invoking the Novel Class Detection module once is
O(KVm ), where K is the number of pseudopoints. This
module is invoked only when the buffer contains q number of
instances in it. Including this periodic call to the Novel Class
Detection module, the total time complexity for classification
is O(KtVm + tVm + mKVm ), where m = Vm /q. Since
m >> Kt, the total time complexity for the classification
is O(mKVm ). The time complexity for invoking Change
Detection module for a whole chunk is O(Vm3 ). So, the overall
time complexity for executing ECHO on a chunk of data
is O(mKVm + Vm3 + f (Vm )), where f (Vm ) is the time to

train a new classifier with Vm training instances. Most often,
Vm >> m and Vm >> K, so the total time complexity
is essentially O(Vm3 + f (Vm )). We use four buffers, i.e.,
filtered outlier buffer, training buffer, unlabeled data buffer
and dynamic sliding window. All the buffers can contain at
most Vm instances, where Vm is the maximum allowable size
for the dynamic sliding window. So, space complexity of our
framework is O(Vm ).
IV.

P ERFORMANCE I MPROVEMENT

Time complexity of the change detection module of ECHO
is O(Vm3 ) for one chunk of data. Therefore, change detection
module is the bottleneck for ECHO. In this section, we propose
strategies to reduce execution time of the change detection
module.
A. Sporadic Execution
As shown in Equation 12 and 13, we calculate Sk,n
exhaustively for each k, γ ≤ k ≤ n − γ, to get cusum score
ωn on n observations. As stated before, confidence scores
are expected to decrease when a concept drift occurs. Hence,
we are interested about change points only in the negative
direction, i.e., change of distribution in decreasing confidence
scores. We use this fact to avoid invoking computationally
heavy cusum-type CDT after inserting each confidence score.
Rather, we use a computationally inexpensive secondary algorithm to seek at least a certain amount of decrease in the
population mean of confidence scores. Since the secondary
algorithm can only detect a mere mean shift, it is assumed
to produce frequent false alarms. Therefore, when it signals
such a change, it is considered as a preliminary detection
only. It will be then verified and confirmed by a more accurate but computationally heavier cusum-type CDT. In this
paper, we form the inexpensive secondary algorithm simply
by comparing mean confidence scores of the sub-windows. It
produces a warning and therefore proposed cusum-type CDT
is invoked only if α times decrease is observed between the
mean scores of the sub-windows, where α is the sensitivity
parameter introduced in Section III-F.
B. Recursive Calculation
To calculate the cusum score ωn , we need to calculate Sk,n
for each k, γ ≤ k ≤ n − γ. Hence, to develop the recursion,
we divide the original problems into sub-problems based on
the value of k and n. We propose the following recursion to
calculate Sk,n :

Sk,n


0,
if 0 ≤ n ≤ 2γ



Pn
f (xi |α̂1 ,β̂1 )



 i=k+1 log f (xi |α̂0 ,β̂0 ) ,
=
if for all m ≤ n, I(k, m) = 0

Pn

(xi |α̂1 ,β̂1 )


Sk,m + i=m+1 log ff (x
, otherwise

i |α̂0 ,β̂0 )


where m = max{g : g ≤ n & I(k, g) = 1}
(14)

Let current size of W be n. Since each of the sub-windows
are required to contain at least γ number of observations,
Sk,n = 0 for all n ≤ 2γ. After receiving each test instance,
ECHO predicts the label of the instance and inserts the

confidence score into W . Since we only compute Sk,n when a
secondary algorithm gives a warning, for each m ≤ n we use
I(k, m) as an indicator function to indicate whether Sk,m was
computed or not. If there is no such m ≤ n for which Sk,m
was computed, we calculate Sk,n using the original formula
shown in Equation 12. These first two cases constitute the base
of our recursive formula.
The third case applies if we have at least one m ≤ n
for which Sk,m was calculated before, i.e., I(k, m) = 1. If
there exists multiple m like this, we find the largest m and
reuse Sk,m to calculate Sk,n recursively. Parameters for pre and
post-beta distributions are estimated as before from X1 . . . Xk
and Xk+1 . . . Xn respectively. However, in this case, we only
calculate log-likelihood ratios for Xm+1 . . . Xn and add with
Sk,m to get Sk,n . Since we do not adjust for log-likelihood
ratios for Xk+1 . . . Xm , it introduces a loss in the estimation.
On the other hand, it can be shown that mere calculating
Sk,n recursively reduces the time complexity of invoking
change detection module for one chunk to O(Vm2 ). Experiment
result also suggest that the above recursive calculation reduces
execution time significantly while keeping very competitive
accuracy.
Algorithm 3 Detect-Change-Revised (α, γ, W , Stat)
Input: α: Sensitivity
γ: Cushion period size
W : The dynamic sliding window
Ind: Data structure containing largest m for which I(k, m)=1.
Stat: Data structure containing previous cusum calculations.
Output: The change point if exists; -1 otherwise
1: Th ← −log(α), n ←size of W , and ωn ← 0.
2: if n ≤ Vm & mean(X1 . . . Xn ) > 0.3 then
3:
for k ← γ : n − γ do
4:
if Secondary algorithm (Section IV-A) produces a warning
then
5:
Retrieve pre-beta distribution beta(αˆ0 , βˆ0 ) from Stat[m]
if Ind[k] = m: estimate the parameters explicitly if there
is no such m.
6:
Estimate post beta distribution beta(αˆ1 , βˆ1 ) from
Xk+1 . . . Xn .
7:
Calculate Sk,n using Equation (14).
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
Calculate ωn using Equation (13).
11:
Insert pre-beta distribution and Sk,n at State[n], and update
Ind[k] ← n.
12:
if ωn ≥ Th then
13:
Return kmax, where Skmax = ωn .
14:
else
15:
Return -1.
16:
end if
17: else
18:
Return n.
19: end if

Algorithm 3 sketches the revised change detection algorithm using the above stated secondary inexpensive algorithm
and recursion. We maintain two data structures Ind and Stat.
Ind is used to implement the indicator function used in
Equation 14. It returns the largest m for which Sk,m has
already been computed and -1 if no such m exists. On the
other hand, Stat is used for memoization of previous cusum
scores and distributions.

The algorithm starts with calculating the threshold and size
of W . If there is a warning from the secondary algorithm, we
use the proposed cusum-type CDT to verify it (Line 4). Pre
and post-beta distributions are estimated explicitly if Ind(k)
returns -1, meaning there is no m ≤ n for which Sk,m
was calculated before. Otherwise, only post-beta distribution is
estimated explicitly, and pre-beta distribution is retrieved from
Stat at Line 5. Next, Sk,n is calculated using the Equation 14,
and ωn is calculated using Equation 13. Ind and Stat are
updated using n and cusum calculations respectively. Finally,
a change is detected if ωn ≥ Th .
C. Selective Execution
So far in Section IV-A and IV-B, we have focused on
efficiently detecting a change point once the change detection
module is invoked. To further reduce time complexity of
ECHO, we focus on invoking the change detection module
itself selectively instead of executing after inserting each
confidence estimate. Since we intend to detect significant
decrease of confidence over a period of time, confidence scores
calculated on the latest test instance could be useful to decide
whether the change detection needs to be executed or not. We
can skip execution of the change detection module if the latest
confidence score is high. On the contrary, we must execute
the change detection if the latest confidence score is low. We
examine the following two strategies based on this principle
for selective execution of the change detection module:
1) First strategy is to use a pre-fixed sampling threshold
on the classifier confidence to decide whether the change
detection module will be invoked or not. We use the classifier
confidence threshold τ (introduced in Section III-G) as the
sampling threshold also. If the classifier confidence on test
instance x, i.e., C x is below τ , change detection module is
invoked and vice versa. This version will be referred to as
ECHO-F.
2) According to second strategy, The probability of executing the change
detection module after inserting C x is deterx
mined by e−C . In other words, we calculate the probability of
invoking the change detection module based on the confidence
score itself. Therefore, if the confidence in classifying an
instance is high, probability of invoking the change detection
module will be low and vice versa. We will refer to this version
as ECHO-D.
V.

E XPERIMENT R ESULTS

A. Data Sets
Table II depicts the characteristics of the data sets. The
ForestCover data set is obtained from the UCI repository
as explained in [21]. In order to prepare it for novel class
detection, we arrange the data so that at most three and at
least two classes co-occur at similar time. For the second data
set, we use the Physical Activity Monitoring (PAMAP) data set
from UCI [25]. In this data set, nine people were equipped with
sensors that gathered a total of 52 streaming metrics whilst they
performed activities. Third data set is Powersupply [26], which
contains hourly power supply of an Italian electricity company
which records the power from two sources: power supply from
main grid and power transformed from other grids.

TABLE II: Characteristics of data sets
Name of
Data set

Num of
Instances

Num of
Classes

Num of
Features

ForestCover
PAMAP
Power Supply
HyperPlane
SynRBF@0.002
SynRBF@0.003

150,000
150,000
29,927
100,000
100,000
100,000

7
19
24
5
7
7

54
52
2
10
70
70

HyperPlane [26] is a synthetic data
stream which is generPd−1
(xj +xj+1 )
ated using the equation: f (x) =
, where
j=1 aj
xj
f (x) is the label of instance x and aj , j = 1, 2, .., d,
controls the shape of the decision surfaces. SynRBF@X are
synthetic data sets generated using RandomRBFGeneratorDrift
of MOA [27] framework where X is the Speed of change of
centroids in the model. We generate two such data sets using
different X to check how efficiently different approaches can
adapt to a concept drift.
We use ForestCover and PAMAP data sets for simulating
both concept drift and novel classes. Rest of the data sets
are used to test only concept drift handling capability of the
considered approaches.
B. Experiment Setup
We implement two versions of the proposed framework,
i.e., ECHO-F, ECHO-D to analyze performance as discussed
in Section IV. We compare classification and novel class
detection performance of our framework with ECSMiner [21].
We have chosen ECSMiner since it addresses both concept
drift and concept evolution. Other than that, we compare performance of ECHO with OzaBagAdwin (OBA) and Adaptive
Hoeffding Tree (AHT) implemented in MOA [27] framework,
since these approaches seem to have superior performance than
others on the data sets used in the experiments. Both OBA and
AHT use ADWIN [4] as the change detector. These approaches
do not have novel class detection capability. So, we compare
ECHO with these approaches only in terms of classification
performance.
We evaluate each of the above classifiers on a stream by
testing and then training with chunks of data in sequence. To
evaluate ECSMiner, we use 50 pseudopoints, and ensemble
size 6 as suggested in [21]. We use 100% labeled training data
to evaluate ECSMiner, OBA and AHT. On the other hand, we
set number of models in the ensemble (t), and q in ECHO
using cross validation.
C. Performance Metrics
Let F N = total novel class instances misclassified as
existing class, F P = total existing class instances misclassified
as novel class, T P = total novel class instances correctly
classified as novel class, F e = total existing class instances
misclassified (other than F P ), Nc = total novel class instances, and N = total instances in the stream. We use
the following performance metrics for evaluation: 1) Error%:
Total misclassification error (percent), i.e., (F P +F NN+F e)∗100 .
2) Mnew : % of novel class instances misclassified as existing
class, i.e., F NN∗100
. 3) Fnew : % of existing class instances
c

TABLE III: Summary of classification results
Name of
Data Set
ForestCover
PAMAP
Power Supply
HyperPlane
SynRBF@0.002
SynRBF@0.003

ECHO-F (τ = 0.9)
Error%
% of labeled data
3.95
96.54
4.75
93.64
0.01
8.93
2.79
99.76
23.98
99.79
22.37
99.51

ECHO-D (τ = 0.9)
Error%
% of labeled data
3.68
95.16
3.73
94.7
0.01
9.8
2.18
100
34.01
99.93
36.91
99.8

ECSMiner
Error%
4.55
35.26
0.01
3.73
63.43
65.39

AHT
Error%
22.89
8.76
85.59
46.24
38.75
48.65

OBA
Error%
18.06
7.27
86.92
48.55
37.04
46.86

TABLE IV: Comparison of classification performance using limited amount of labeled data
Name of
Data Set
ForestCover
PAMAP
Power Supply
HyperPlane
SynRBF@0.002
SynRBF@0.003

ECHO-F (τ = 0.4)
Error%
% of labeled data
7.96
39.26
4.77
69.56
0.01
0.1
2.99
32.6
53.65
38.4
50.51
36.51

ECHO-D (τ = 0.4)
Error%
% of labeled data
3.88
35.33
4.73
68.62
0.01
0.14
2.36
26.9
44.99
28.17
40.65
54.48

(a) SynRBF@0.002

ECSMiner
Error%
4.55
35.26
0.05
3.73
63.43
65.39

AHT
Error%
22.89
8.76
85.59
46.24
38.75
48.65

OBA
Error%
18.06
7.27
86.92
48.55
37.04
46.86

(b) HyperPlane

Fig. 2: Change of window size and error rate of ECHO-D as the stream progresses

∗100
. 3) F2 : Fβ score
Falsely identified as novel class, i.e., FNP−N
c
provides the overall performance of a classifier by considering
both precision and recall. In this paper, we use β = 2, which
5∗T P
gives us F2 = 5∗T P +4∗F
N +F P .

D. Classification
As discussed before, most of the techniques to classifying
evolving data stream divide the stream into fixed-size chunks
regardless of occurrence or intensity of concept drifts. On
the contrary, ECHO determines the chunk size dynamically
based on any significant change in classifier confidence. Hence,
ECHO avoids unnecessary training during stable period and
frequently update the classifier when needed. This characteristic is evident in Figure 2. In this experiment, we have considered the first 1000 instances and plotted the window size and
error rate as the stream progresses. In case of SynRBF@0.002
data set, whenever the error rate of the classifier increases significantly, our proposed CDT detects the drift from change in
confidence scores, determines the chunk boundary, and updates
the classifier. Therefore, the concept drift is accommodated and
the error rate drops as expected. On the contrary, Hyperplane
data set has less frequent and milder concept drift within the

first 1000 instances, and the classifier performance is stable.
Hence, ECHO keeps growing the sliding window without
updating the classifier. This indicates effectiveness of our
proposed semi-supervised concept drift detection technique.
We discussed in Section III-G that ECHO selects instances
for labeling based on the confidence threshold (τ ). So, percentage of labeled data used to update the classifier depends on the
value of τ . Higher value of τ incurs larger amount of labeled
data and vice versa. Figure 3 shows how percentage of labeled
data and error rate vary with increasing τ on SynRBF@0.002
data set. We observe that percentage of labeled data increases
and error rate decreases with increasing τ for both ECHO-F
and ECHO-D as expected.
Table III compares performance of ECHO with other
considered approaches in terms of classification accuracy. We
have used confidence threshold τ = 0.9 in this experiment. In
all the cases, ECHO outperforms the other approaches by a
large margin. We also observe that, high value of τ in general
results in large amount of labeled data. However, this is not
always true. For example, in case of Power Supply data set,
ECHO versions use labels for less than 10% of instances
despite using high τ , still exhibit superior performance. As

(a) ECHO-F on SynRBF@002

(b) ECHO-D on SynRBF@002

Fig. 3: Percentage of labeled data and percentage of error with increasing value of confidence threshold (τ )

discussed in Section III-G, ECHO only requests label for
an instance if the confidence is below τ . It implies that, in
case of Power Supply data set, ECHO has high confidence in
classifying most of the test instances. So, instead of requesting
labels for those instances, ECHO uses the predicted labels
while updating the classifier.
The number of instances ECHO requests labels for is
controlled by τ . We show classification performance of ECHO
using τ = 0.4 in Table IV. Although, other approaches
considered in this table use 100% labeled data, we have put
performance of these approaches for ease of comparison. We
observe that, ECHO versions use extremely low amount of
labeled data because of using low value for τ . However, ECHO
versions still show competitive performance, if not better, than
the other considered approaches in case of all the data sets. So,
experiment result suggests that ECHO can be used in scenarios
where labeled data is very scarce and expensive.
E. Speed Up
ECHO achieves significant Speed Up using dynamic programming and other performance improvement techniques
discussed in Section IV. To examine the improvement in terms
of execution time, we compare performance of ECHO-F and
ECHO-D with basic ECHO implementation without any performance improvement. We define Speed Up as Tb /To , where
Tb is the total time taken by the basic ECHO implementation
and To is the total time taken by a improved version of
ECHO. Figure 4 shows the Speed Up achieved by ECHO-F
and ECHO-D on SynRBF@X data sets with increasing τ . As
discussed before, higher value of X indicates more frequent
and more intense concept drift in SynRBF@X. We observe
that improved versions of ECHO achieve as high as 18 times
Speed Up than the basic implementation on SynRBF@0.002.
In case of SynRBF@0.003, improved versions achieve as high
as 120 times Speed Up which is very promising. This indicates
the effectiveness of our proposed strategies for performance
improvement.
F. Novel Class Detection
ECHO stores the filtered outliers temporarily in a buffer
until there are enough instances in the buffer to detect a novel

TABLE V: Novel class detection performance using τ = 0.9
Data set
ForestCover
PAMAP

Method
ECHO-F
ECHO-D
ECSMiner
ECHO-F
ECHO-D
ECSMiner

Mnew
11.37
14.51
8.42
0.05
0.05
0.05

Fnew
2.27
2.11
2.13
4.22
3.39
37.53

F2
0.72
0.71
0.88
0.78
0.82
0.45

pattern. As the stream progresses, more instances from the
novel pattern arrive in the stream which makes it easier to
detect the novel pattern. However, similar to ECSMiner, we
also consider a maximum allowable time up to which the
classifier can wait for enough instances from a emerging class
to appear. We set this time constraint as 400 instances as
suggested in [21]. Table V compares novel class detection
performance of ECHO-D and ECHO-F using τ = 0.9 with
ECSMiner on ForestCover and PAMAP data sets. We observe
that, both versions of ECHO show competitive performance.
ECHO-D shows the best Fnew and competitive Mnew and F2
on ForestCover data set despite using less labeled data than
ECSMiner. In case of PAMAP data set, ECHO-D shows better
performance than ECSMiner in terms of all Mnew , Fnew , and
F2 .
If we consider overall performance (Error %, Mnew , Fnew ,
and F2 ), ECHO clearly outperforms all the other approaches
considered in this paper.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a semi-supervised framework
ECHO for classifying evolving data streams. It detects concept
drift and determines chunk boundary dynamically by finding
any significant change in classifier confidence. Moreover, it
also uses confidence scores to intelligently select limited
amount of data instances for labeling from the latest chunk,
which is then used to update the classifier. We theoretically
justify use of the confidence estimators and effect of concept
drift on classifier confidence. We propose several strategies

(a) SynRBF@0.002

(b) SynRBF@0.003

Fig. 4: Confidence threshold (τ ) vs Speed Up

including dynamic programming to improve execution time of
ECHO. Empirical results show the effectiveness of ECHO.
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